
COMPUTACENTER
CENTERED AROUND OUR CUSTOMERS

WHO WE ARE

Computacenter is the leading independent provider of IT infrastructure services, enabling

users and their business in a digital world. We advise organizations on IT strategy, implement

the most appropriate technology, optimize its performance, and manage our customers’

infrastructures. In doing this we help CIOs and IT departments in enterprise and corporate

organizations maximize productivity and the business value of IT for internal and external

users.
 

Computacenter provides user support, the best devices, and secure provision of applications

and data to support individual working styles and improve collaboration. To achieve this, we

assist with consulting as well as the implementation and operation of networks and data

center infrastructures on or off customers’ premises and in the cloud.

 

WHAT WE DO

Computacenter offers highly customized IT services and solutions, architected to meet

even the most stringent corporate requirements. Rather than limiting our experience to

one area of IT services, Computacenter's teams are experienced with all aspects of modern

configurations, encompassing:

Digital Workplace

Data Protection

Storage and Analytics

Cloud Management and Data Center Deployment 

Enterprise Networking Infrastructure and Endpoint Security

OUR MISSION

Is to maximize user productivity and the business value of IT for

Enterprise and Corporate organizations. In doing so, we deliver

strong returns for our shareholders and enrich our employees’

careers.

MAKING DIGITAL WORK

Computacenter’s Making Digital Work approach has two meanings. We leverage innovation, such as the cloud and analytics, for our customers’ benefit. We also

ensure new technology works with our customers’ existing IT and that users adopt the change. We make digital work across our customer base and our global

footprint:

CIO

We change, supply and manage our customers’

IT infrastructure, to help save cost and free-up

budgets for their digital transformation agenda

USER

We improve the experience of IT users and make

them more productive by taking a user-centric

approach.

BUSINESS

We empower and protect our customers’ IT, so

they can secure and accelerate their business.



WHERE WE OPERATE

We have developed our global coverage to mirror our customers’ requirements. Our standard international operation model ensures we deliver

services which are consistent worldwide, but meet the individual needs of each country or region. Through our global delivery capabilities, we provide

seamless, scalable and cost efficient global services.

KEY

We source, 

transform & 

manage technology 

for our customers in 

70 countries

 worldwide

OUR SERVICES

NETWORKING

USER PRODUCTIVITY

SECURITY

WORKPLACE

DATA CENTER

SERVICE DESK

These services begin with an assessment and

are focused on optimizing resources, alongside

recommending new investments for better

outcomes.

Agility-focused user productivity efforts incorporate

new communication and collaboration tools, amid

overall productivity and experience improvement.

Holistic security goes beyond standard endpoint

protection, closing all gaps around data centers,

networks and mobile resources.

These services enable the creation of cost-effective

and change-reactive infrastructure for organizations

of all types.

A data center created in collaboration with

Computacenter is based on user needs and can

integrate both new and existing technology into a

functional, reliable and secure resource for

companies.

Offerings include 24/7 device monitoring, along

with routine maintenance and the

implementation of ticketing systems, a knowledge

base and reporting on KPIs.

GET IN TOUCH 

Bringing your company up to speed within your industry may mean a new IT deployment, standardization across many locations, improved IT oversight or all

these services and more. Whatever your industry, organizational scale and current or projected needs, Computacenter may represent the answer.

 

If you think Computacenter is the right partner for your current project or ongoing IT needs, contact us.

Computacenter Fusionstorm Inc.

Jason Kraft, Senior VP of Sales

Jason.Kraft@computacenter.com

415-962-2250


